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FOREWORD

The effort described herein was performed by the Survivability/

Vulnerability Branch, Vehicle Equipment Division of the Air Force

Flight Dynamics Laboratory. This effort was performed primarily to

answer questions concerning the ballistic performance of hybrid poly-

ether urethane foams as compared to polyester urethane foams. The

program was performed at the direction of Mr. C. Anderson with the

assistance of Mr. T. 0. Reed of ASD/ENFEF.

This program was performed, in part, for the Joint Technical

Coordinating Group for Aircraft Survivability. All financial support

and Lhe large majority of manpower support was provided by AFFDL/FES

under Project Number 4363, Task 436301, and Work Unit 43630141.

The efforts described in this report were performed during the

period of December 1975 to March 1976.

The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Messrs.

T. 0. Reed (ASD/ENFEF) and Mr. C. Harris (AFFDL/FES) for assistance

in planning and managing this program; Mr. M. Gromosiak, Major Krobusek,

Messrs. W. Gaines and W. Studebaker of the AFFDL Aircraft Survivability

RosearOi Facility for gunrange support.
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SECTION I

1NTODUCTION

The objectives of this program were to: (1) evaluate the bal-

listic performance of coarse and fine pore hybrid polyether urethane

foams (i.e. blue foam) as compared to the coarse and fine pore poly-

ester urethane foams (i.e. yellow and red foam); (2) perform a pre-

liminary analysis of the ballistic performance of a new explosion

suppression material called Explosafe (Vulcan Industrial Packaging

Limited). The materials were tested tusinig maximum flammable mixtures

with mechanical damage and combustion overpressure as measures of

performance.

The need to prevent explosions in the fuel tank ullage (the

space above the fuel level which contains air and fuel vapors) of

combat aircraft is of major importance if a survivable aircraft is

to be obtained. Since the fuel system of nny combat aircraft is the

most vulnerable portion of the aircraft and occupies such a large

fraction of the aircraft, it can be seen why a system to prevent

explosions in the fuel tank ullage is the single most important

survivability defense concept, The polyester urethane reticulated

foams were introduced in the late 1960's and represented a signifi-

cant contribution to the survivability of any combat aircraft using

this material.

The primary drawback froin using the foam is its weight and volume

penalties, but nevertheless, the foam has been, and will continue to

be incorporated into combat aircraft because of its effectiveness in

I I I I I I I I I I t i I i, ..
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preventing explosions. This polyester urethane, in wwe since the

initial application of foams in fuel systems, progressively undergoes

chemical degradation when exposed to an elevated heat/humidity envi-

ronment. This chemical degradation of the foam leaves it with little

or no physical integrity.

This fact came to the forefront in the conflict in SEA due to

th0 high humIdiLy/temperature envirc-nment encountered there. The

problems associated with the degrading of the foam succeeded in

placing a lot of emphasis on development of new materials that do

not degrade (i.e. has better hydrolytic stability). The blue foam

(both coarse and fine pore) tested in this program is a prime candi-

date for replacing the polyester urethane foams. The blue polyether

urethane foam is far less prone to degradation effects in a high

temperature/humidity environment compared to the polyester. The

currently formulated blue foam suffers from effects due to fuel

environments. The foam swells in fuel and there is a decrease in

tensile strength. It was thought that these characteristics would

lend Lo a less viable flame and explosion suppressor. The reserva-

tions concerning the polyether foam dictated that a ballistic evalua-

tion be performed to verify its performance.

Another type of material which has entered the picture recently

is called "Explosafe". The "Explosafe" had been subjected to minimal

ballistic testing prior to this program and therefore many questions

existed an to its performance against various projectiles.

2
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S ECTI ON I I

TEST I)ESCR I PT I ON

1, EXPLOSION SUPPRESSITON MATEIRIALS

The materials tested in this program include the polyester ure-

thane reticulated foams, the hybrid polyether urethane reticulated

foams, a polyester urethane ret iculaLed foam coated with Astrocoat,

and an aluminum metal flame arrestor calted Explosafe. These reti-

culated foams will stibnequently be referred to as polyether and

polyester foams. The polyester foams were tested using coarse (6

pores per cent imeter (ppc), yel ow) and fine (10 ppc, red) pore

foams. 'rite polvether foams were tested using coarse (6 ppc) and

fine (10 ppc) porer. foams. Both pore size polyether foams were colored

blue. Pertinent data on these foams are presented in Appendix IV. The

polyester foam is presently covered by Military Specification MIL-B-

83054A. The polvether foam will be added to this specification in the

future. The Astrocoated foam tested here was made by coating buns of

the red polyester foam. The coating process consists of dipping a

bun of foam in a polvether urethane solution. This coating caused

thei red foam to take on a nearly black color. The Astrocoat was

developed by Olin Matheson and the process by which the foam is dipped

in the Astrocoating solution was developed by ttughes Aircraft under a

contlract from NASA, Ames.

," The Explosafe aluminum metal arrestor is manufactured by Vulcan

Industrial Packaging limited, Canada. The material consists of single

sheets of aluminum 0.076 mm thick which have several short cuts at
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regutlar Iitervit Is to nroduce va sIng I h Iteelt ot expsankded h¶'l iat I "vh.

Theste ocliet4 are tl hn ,4takL-kod in himdilo,. SampleH olf all mat erials

areL' shiown Iin Fi gure No, 1.

There were two d if fertnt conf igurt 101ot.S tse, d for t e sIllp, the

explosion suppression materials. '1l. t' firmt was tit, "vhgg crtilit''

votliLg con ft rlt on whl'h Ii Is dep ikted in F gulre No. 2. 'rhIis 'on-

fig uration consisted of 27 ret angular vold4s (17.8 i'm " 17.S cm X

20.3 "im) cut in tihe foam (rosulttng in 22.6, void) and installed It

Lhe test specimen as Ft gure No. 2 depIct.s. The second was the olt ld

packed configuration which was Identical to that depleted IL Figure

No. 2 except that there were no voids out in the foamn. TIhe I.'plos~aft,

was tested in the solid packed configuration only and was illtsalled

in 14 bundles, each approximately 6.5 cm tlhick.

4
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Ni T ST PE~CIMENS

T(hu test~s tvsc~i be~d Li this report werv pe.rfourme~d withI two 'Tank

Wa IL Sitimu ltt or. ('lWS) . TWS No. I was 'wit-d fa~r hait' lii n tomts mid

TWS M1O. 2 was itisd for comnparls oti t vstltig of t he xplosmit stippress Iion

1111 to e~ ,141s . Ro t 11 TWS wor n e r V0 I d Omit. I V t 1 1as it 1 -t tills tI- mtl t I o1V(ItS 14tIing

of four 6. li mm tit Ik retimforvodt st voO H Idos wit ~I prov is loion for

ý'omt I til rep I aoitvh I v tI umiat lttn ( st pane 1 on il t he f ront mud realr .* lth,

TW", Is Hyluiwnetricl fnI rom front to roar mid s ide to si de. St'o Figute

No. '3. The tanok wall approxinuili'ly at 0.91 rnlecor vi'ub hiyluilg it otail

V~umnuotTank Wall

~.. e*~.eee~499999*Clauptflg
* Praolmork

F i - *-t I oI a k WtI iilltto
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volume of 0.75 cubic metors. There were provisions for fuelinig and

defueling at the top and bottom of the tanks. Several other small

fittings were installed for pressure taps, thermo uupt1e, ate. Two

different materials were used for impact and exit panels; 7075-T6,

2.033 m thick and 2024-T3, 1.803 mm thick. These panels were

appropriately 91 cm x 91 cm single sheiuts of dludtmnum with no

stiffeners incorporated, The TWS's were instrumented with two (2)

pressure transducers for measuring ocombustion vverpreasurea. Primarily,

the transducers used were Statham Model PG 822 bonded strain gage type

pressure transducers. Also used during the beginning of Lhe program,

were PCI Model 202A quartz piezoelectric pressure trannducers. These

piezoelectric transducers were used because the pressures from the HEI

blast were unknown and the dynamic range far exceeded that of the

*train gage type. These transducers were generally connected to the

TWS via a 6 m diameter flexible tube 35 cm long to isolate the trans-

ducers from shock and vibration. There were 4 thermocouples Installed

in the tank to monitor fuel and ullage temperahrres. See Figure No.--4.

for instrumentation location and installation diagram.

TWS No. I incorporates a small electric fan dr yen by an induction

motor which produces no sparks. This ran wati installed inside the tank

approximately 15 cm from the top and front of the tank so that it would

be out of the blast cone of the IIEI and avoid damage. The fanfwas .-

powered by 115 VAC and had a flow rate in excess of 14 liters/second

which served to "mix-up" the ullage gases. This Lsured a virtually

homogeneous mixture of air and ruel vapors. This fan was removed for

k8
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I

tests that did 1iot require a stoichiometric fuel/air ratio. TWS No. I

was used for; bascline tests with air only, for tests with no explosive

vapors, and tests witlh no foatm but with explosive vapors.

IWS No. 2 was used for all the tests with the explosion suppression

nuttvrials whic'h required stoichiome'tric fuel/air ratios. The primary

differnctv between TWS No. I and TWS No. 2 is the elaborate circulation

system incorporated in 'I'WS No. 2. Duiel to the presence of Internal foam

Inside tihe tank, the use of a fan as in TWS No. I was prwL\luded. The

system devised is depicted in Figure No. 5. lt is composed of two

electric fans in a 17.8 cm diameter duct above tank to provide ctrco-

lation1 and ,ight 6i.4 cm diameter pipes on each side of the tank for

pullaing 01,48Ve gases olt and retuirning them to the other side of the

tank. Valves were Incorporated itito each of the 16 pipes to isolate

the circulation system prior to weapon firing. This system was sized

to provpide in excess of 14 liters/see flow in order to adequately mix

9
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the ullage gas and thereby ensure a homogeneous mixture of fuel vapors

and air. In order to prevent a flame front from propagating into the

circuhition system the 6.4 cm diameter pipes were plugged with 10 cm

of red foam at the inlet to the tank. The circulation sysvem wag

modified extensively when repairs became necessary about midway

through the testing. The modified system was basically the same

except that the foam flame arrebtor in the 7.4 cm diameter pipes was

replaced with a 5 cm ball valve to positively isolate the circulation

system from the tank during the ballistic tests, Also part of the

ducting was redesigned and flexible hose replaced previous hard

plumbed ducting. See Figure No. 6.

3. PROJECTILES TESTED

There were two different projectiles tested during the duration

of the program. These were the 23 mm HET (High Explosive Incendiary)

and the 50 caliber APi (Armor Piercing Incendiary). -The *50-ea444e-

API was a standard U.S. domestic projectile 12.7 mm in diameter. The

projectiles were tested without down loading the rounds which resulted

in nominal projectile velocities of 990 meters/second for the 23 mm

IHEI and 848 meters/second for the 50 caliber API. The projectile

velocities were not measured for these tests but are projected from a

large data base from previous firings.

II
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The specimen was modified slightly when impacted with the 50

caliber API. A 4.76mm aluminum plate (approximately 15 cm square)

was taped to the front panel. The API projectile would then pene-

trate a total of 6.53mm of aluminum which is more ttv-n adequate to

activate the incendiary. This was determined from data presented

in AFML-TR-68-223.

The 23mm HEI is a Siviet built projectile which contains 171

grains of explosive/incendiary mix. The fuze is the M025 and the

projectile is an Anti Aircraft Artillery (AAA) type. The HG25 fuze

will provide a nominal 20 cm delay between the front tank wall and

the detonation point. This was evident when examining the solid

packed foam configuration which provided an excellent witness as to

detonation point. There have been several hundred tests performed

with the 23mm HEI projectile at the AFFDL/ASRF and the reliability of

the 20 cm delay at muzzle velocity has been well esttablished.

4. ULLAGE SAMPLING SYSTEMS

The entire test program was dependent upon che ability to obtain

and monitor the fuel/air ratio in the specimen so that a stoichlo-

metric fuel/air ratio could be obtained. Due to its basic simplicity

and need for no special instrumentation or equipment, it was decided

to use a technique commonly referred to as a "bomb-sample" system.

Basically the system consisted of a small pressure vessel approxi-

mately 262 milli-liters in volume into which ullage gases were drawn

and then ignited with the peak overpressuze being used to measure

combustibility. The ullage sampling system was physically located

13
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on the top of the TWS and all functions of the ullage sampling system

were controlled remotely. Theme included solenoid operated valves at

both the inlet and outlet of the sample, a high energy spark ignitor

which fires an automotive Anark plug in the sampler, and other solenoid

operated valves controlling the source of the sample.

The system was modified twice so that three different systems were

utsed during the program. The three different sy,%tems are depicted in

Figure No.'s 7 and 8. System 1 sampled from a single point in the

circulation'system. The ti ia pressurized to 3.5 K Pn above atmo-

spheric pressure in order for the ullage mixture to flow through the

sampler. When a sample was taken, both inlet and outlet valves were

opened and the ullage gases were allowed to flow through the sampler

until a volume of gas equal to five times the volume of the tillage

sampler (i.e. 1.31 liters) passed through (the flow rate was established

using a rotometer during initial checkout). It was assumed that the

flow through of 1.31 liters of gas would thoroughly purge the sampler

of all gases present initlally. After adequate flow through was

obtained, the inlet valve was closed and the outlet valve was left

open long enough for the sampler to be vented doui to atmospheric

pressure (all samples were tested at atmospheric pressure). Once the

sampler was isolated (i.e. inlet and outlet valves closed) the spark

ignition source was fired and the peak combustion overpressure was

measured from an oscillograph recording of sampler pressure. The

entire process required approximately three minutes to complete.

14
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System #1

1~1 . - Addition for System 02
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The measured ulltge sampler overpressures were a function of the

fuel/air ratio. The highest overpressures occur at a fuel/air ratio

which will be referred to at "optimum for combustion". The over-

pressures obtained from mixtures any leaner or richer would result in

a lover overpressure. This "optimum for combustion" mixture ip near

stoichtometric but not exactly stoichiometric. For reasons of reactlnn

kinetics this "ortimum f<,r combustion" mixture is slightly richer than

stoichiometric., The procedure in these tests was to initially fuel the

TWS with JP-4 at a low enough temperature to ensure that the mixture

would be an the lean side. Then with ambient temperatures generally

higher than 0*C, the fuel would warm up and the fuel/air ratio wov"

slowly increase. As this occured, the ullage sampler overpressures

were monitored until they peaked out, signs.11ing an "optimum f,-

combustion" mixture. The projectile was then launched immediately.

System 2 consisted of a slight modification to System 1, so that

the sample could be selected from either of two locations (the circu-

lation system or the top center rear void in the foam). This modifi-

cation was performed so as to provide additional data on the homogeneity

of the fuel/air ratio throughout the tank.

System 3, Figure No. 8, has the capability to select samples from

any of nine locations in the tank. The major difference between this

system and previous ones is that the ullage sampler was evacuated to

less than .4 V Pa absolute pressure and then filled with the fuel/air

mixture from the tank via one of nine supply lines. The control of

the entire system, including monitoring combustion overpressures, was

16
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done via a digital daLa acquisition and control system. This system

was composed of an HP 2100 mini-computer with associated analog-to-

digital converters, relay outputs, and data logging devices. The

system was programmed to scan up to all nine locations and print uut

the results In real time, The program description and listing is

included tn Appendix /, The speod at which sauiples could be taken

was slower than expected due mainly to the restriction of flow through

the very small orifice valves and to a lesser extent, the restriction

in the small (1.59mm) diameter tubing. The small diameter tubing was

used to keep the volume in the lines between the samplee and the TWS

to a minimum (longest line was 0.7% of sample volume). The sizing of

the valves in future experiments should be done so that the valves

represent a small portion of the total restriction. It is felt that

sampling speed can be raised to six or more per minute as opposed to

the sampling speed of one every 45 seconds attained in this program.

5. TEST SET-UP/PROCEDURES

"the test specimen was installed in the Air Force Flight Dynamics

Laboratory/Aircraft Survivability Research Facility (AFFDL/ASRF),

Range No. 3. The TWS was situated in the middle of the floor on a

stand which raised the TWS 61 cm off the floor. This was done in

order for the center of the TWS to be at the same level as the weapon.

The weapon was placed outside the facility approximately ten meters

from the TWS. See Figure No. 9.

17
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Figure No. 9 does not depict a steel protective deflector plate imme-

diately in front of the TWs. This deflector plate was incorporated

into the test set-up at a later time. The weapon and tank were oriented

to produce an impact obliquity of 00 (i.e. perpendicular).

'1%wo 16mm motion picture cameras were used to record the events on

both the front and rear alUlr.lnAM walls of the TWS. These cameras used

color film and viere operated at 250 frames per second. There were four

500 watt lights used to illuminate each wall.

The procedures followed for each test which required a fuel/air

mixture were as follown:

1. Fill and drain the TWS with JP-4 conditioned to a temperature
range of -18 0 C to 7*C depending on ambient temperature.

2. Open isolation valves on circulation system where applicable.

3. Start fanu in circulation system.

4. Pressurize the TWS to 3,5 K Pa if applicable.

5. Analyze ullage samples' until an "optimum for combustion"
fuel/air ratio is reached.

6. Ctise isolation valves on circulation system if applicable,

7. Fire weapon.

This procedure varied slightly for some of the tests. For example,

Tests No. 1 through 5 were done without foam and did not incorporate

the circulation system. Test No. 4 was performed with JP-4 fuel but

only approximately 20 litezs of fufjl was in the TWS. For Test No. 6,

foam was used but the specimen wa'j filled and drained with JP-5 (high

flash point hydrocarbon) so that the foam could be wetted without

producing an explosive mixture. For Tests No. 25 through No. 30 the

19
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TWS was not pressurized since it was not needed for ullage tiample

system operation. Theme test-to-test partic~ulars are addressed in

detail in Section Ill.

Thn teots with biuc foanm and the Astrocoated foam went thirough

a special procedure prior to the standard ones listed here. It was

determined in specific tests by Mr. T. 0. Heed (ASI)/ENFIEF) that hltue

foam, when Immersed in f cNe, loses appProxtImately 437 of its teunsltl

strength in a very short period of time, These tent. data are presented

in Appendix I). These data inditato that the loss in tensile strength

occurs in approximately 15minutes after Immersion in the fuel. Due

to this high lose in tensile strength when immersed in fruct, it was

relt that the polyether ronm should be tested under condi tions which

would ensure that the loss In tenille strength had occurred prior to

projectile impact. There were two procedures tiued to ensure this loss

In tensile strength. These were: (1) the TIWS was filled wit'h ,1P-4

at approximately 38%(C and allowed to set for ti,%e hour prior to the

standard fueling proceduro,, (2) the TWS was filled with 1I1'-4 at Aimblent

temperature and allowod to net overnight and tested the foll owing

morning. Astrocoatod foam was tri .ted In the samo manner becaue th0,

roating, "Astrocoat" is a polyether tirethane, T *he' exact method utsed

Cor each test with the pe.lyether roams or the Astrocoated foam in

detailed,. in tho results summary or thin report, Sect ion 111.4.

20
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ballistic damage. Test No. 5 was the first test run with 2024-T3 panels.

It was performed to see what pressure histories were obtained with no

foam and no fuel vapors present when a 23 HEt is detonated in the TWS.

Figure No. 11 is a graph of pressure versus time for Tjst No, 5 and

depicts a series of pressure oscillations which are attributed to the

blast shock wave reverberating inside the tank. Also evident is an

abrupt increase in quiisi-static pressure ati impact which then decays

through venting. Witth this data superimposed upon a gentle (by com-

parison) pressure rise due to the combustion overpressure, it was

assumed that the two different frequency signals could be easily

distinguished, during the baseline tests with fuel.

Test No. 6 was performed next to answer the question of what the

presence of internal foam does to the measured overprossures due solely

to 23 HEI detonation. Figura No, 12 is A graph of pressure versus time

for this test and depicts a short pressure excursion followed by the

decay of the initial 5 K Pa static pressure. As compared to the pressure

history with no foam in the tank it can be seen that the foam greatly

attenuates blast pressures. These data meant that there should be no

trouble whatsoever recording combustion overpressures during the foam

tests.

Tests No. 21 and 24 art baseline tests which consisted of impacting

a tank containing an "optimum for combustion" fuel/air ratio with 50

cal. API and a 23am HEI. The TWS for both tests did not contain any

foam, so for all practical purposes, the tanks were fuel air bombs.
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150

PRESSURE HISTORY FOR TEST #05
"(23am HEI WITHOUT FOAM)

w 100-

S 50-

.3

Figuire 1I. Pressure IHimtory for Twit No. 5 (23 mm HiL witil o liooam)

PREISSURIE II VSTORY F"OR 'rl', #('O
10. (23mnm II1 IWI IT' FOAM)

5.m.

0 r
0 .1 .2 .3

FigurQ 12. Pre'ssure.r Hiltoryv io" ''Test No, 6 (23 mm MIn1C. with Foaim)
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Figure No. 13 is a composite graph of pressure versus time for

test No, 21 and 24. The peak pressures for both tests were approxi-

mately the same at 330 and 340 K Pa for Tests No. 21 and 24 respectively.

Both curves exhibit a very rapid drop in pressure after the peak which

is attributed to the abrupt failure of the rear wall in both cases.

However, the striking difference between the two pressure histories is

in the rise times. The API projectile produced a rise time of 32

milliseconds while the IIEI projectile produced a rise time of approxi-

mately 6 milliseconds. The extremely fast rise time with the HEI is

attributed to the size of the ignition source as compared to an API

projectile. The larger the ignition source, the less time required

for the total combustion process. Figure No. 14 indicates the severity

of the damage resulting from these tests. As can be seen, almost the

entire rear wall of the tank was blown out. The results depicted in

Figure No. 14 are typical for both Test No. 21 and 24.

400 -------
Test #24 Test #21
(23omm HEI0 (50 cal

300 - API)

, 200 -

100 -

0 10 20 30 40
mi I I i sec

Figure 13. Comparison of Overpremsure Histories (50 cal. API and
23 mm IIEI, Stoichiometric Mixture, no Foam)
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2. COMPARISON OF FOAMS

As was stated earlier the objective of this program was to evaluate

the ballistic performance of the new polyether urethane (blue) foam

against the polyester urethane foams (red and yellow). The results of

the foam tests will be included in this section along with the results

of the Explosafe tests.

The criteria used for evaluation of the explosion suppression

materials include combustion overpressure and physical damage to the

materials. The combustion overpressure data will be used as the

primary measure of performance and the mechanical/physical damage

will be secondary and serve to back-up the overpressure data. The

motion picture coverage will also be used for a rough cross checkof

results since any combustion overpressures occurring in the TWS will

be easily seen with the two cameras.

The description of the results will be broken down into the

following series; fully packed foam, voided (egg crate) foam, Astro-

coated red foam, and Explosafe. A summary of the results is presented

in Section 111.4. Test Resuits Summary. Listed is a pressure decay

time which can be used to identify minimal combustion inside the TWS

that does not produce a measureable overpressure.

a. Fully Packed Foam

There were four tests performed in this series; Test No. 11

(red foam), Test No. 16 (yellow foam), Test No. 17 (fine pore blue

foam), and Test No. 18 (coarse pore blue foam). Each of these tehts

27
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wat performed only with the 23mm lIE! projectile (50 cal. API not used

for this series). The results for all four tests were virtually

identical. Figure No. 15 I.s a graph of pressure versus time for this

series of tests. 'rite pressure histories for each of the tests fell

within the band Indicated. The mechanical/physical damage to the foam

for each test wag also virtually identical. There was no noticeable

difference between the polyether and the polyester foams in the size

of the pocket produced by the 23mm HEI detonation, Figure No. 16 and

17 are photographs of the different pockets. The volume of foam wiped

out was approximately 1,1 liters. Figure No. l6 and 19 compare the

damage to the exit panels for the tests performed in this series.

10.-

5,

0 .4!
() .i .2 .3 .4 .5

SEC

F'igu re I ). Ovw, Oi ts' Urt, H U k ti l ts 1tor f ,tilly PIa(vked Foam (23 mm III-'I
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b. Voided Foam

There wore nine tests performed in thim suries; Tests No. 7

and 8 (red foam), Tests No. 9 and 10 (yellow foam), Tests No. 12, 13

and 15 (fine pore blue foam), and Tests No. 14 and 19 (coarse pore blue

foam). Each type of foam was tested with both the 50 cal. API and tha

23mm BEI. Test No. 13 is a repeat of Test No. 12 due to the failure of

the incendiary in the 50 cal. API to activate properly on Test No. 12

(activated near the rear wnll). Some variation in results were encou*-

tered. However, in no case did the combustion overpressure exceed the

flame tube test data presented in Appendix B. These data were gathered

using the test techniques described in MIL-B-83054A.

The results will be discussed for each projectile independently.

The 50 cal. ikPI projectile generally produced very little, if any,

combustion overpressure with one exception. That exception was for

Tent No. 9 with the yeltow foam when a 27.8 K Pa overpressure was

recorded. This overpressure is in the range of what can be expected

as the data in Appendix B :how.

The physical damage to the foam for this test consisted of

singeing on the surface of the foam voids caused by the combustion

of the fuel/air mixture. The singeing was not present on any of the

other eight tests in this series. The motion picture data corroborates

the pressure data, showing smoke being forced out of the entrrnce and

exit holes for an extended period of time.

It should be noted that on Test No. 12 (improper API functioning),

the fine pore blue foam actually burned in the tank (smoldering) for

approximately 90 seconds. This produced a burned out pocket shown in

Figure 20.
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All of the photographic data corroborates the pressure data which

indicates no significant combustion overpressures. The initial increase

in pressure shown in Figure No. 21 is attributed to blast products or to

limited combustion of fuel vapor in the immediate vicinity of the blast.

There was definitely no flame propagation inside the TWS as a result of

the 23mm HET impacts.

There was one factor affecting the combustion overpressures in this

series that should be noted. This series of tests was performed with

the initial circulation system. Tli initial circulation system, which

was actually part of the TWS, had a volume equal to 20% of the basic

TWS. But, there was no combustion In the circulation system due to

foam plugs at the entrance and exit of each tube. Therefore, the

circulation system served as a volume into which any overpressures in

the tank could relieve and thereby effectively lower the peak pressure.

C. Astrocoated Red Foam

There were two tests performed in this series; Test No. 25

(50 cal. API) and Test No. 26 (23mm IHEI). The foam configuration for

these tests was the "egg crate" voiding. The basic TWS was changed

slightly for this series and all later tests. rhe circulation manifold

was isolated from the main tank beginning with this series of tests as

is explained in Section ti of this report.

The results for these two tests were slightly different from the

previous voided foam tests. The amount of physical/mechanical damage
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from the 23mm HEI was unchanged, but the cverpreasures for both pro-

jectiles was higher than the average for'the voided foam series, The

pressure history for these tests is presented in Figure No. 24. Figure

No. 25 is a photograph shoving the damage to the exit panel for the two

tests performed in this series.

10

Test 026 (234m1 HEI)
S5 Test #25 .(50 cal APT)

0~

0 ,1 .2 .3 .4 .5

sec.

Figure 24. Overpressure Histories for Astrocoated Fonm

These overpressures are slightly higher and can be attributed,

at least in part, to the isolation of the circulation system which

permitted some pressure relief on previous teats. These two tests

were Verformed in succession and the foam was not changed between the

50 cal. API impact and the 23mm HEI. After the 23mm HEI test the tank

wae opened and the foam examined. Singeing of the foam was observed

on two of the rear pieces of foam indicating combustion had taken

place. The movie data also corroborated the overpressure data for the

50 cal. API test by indicating sustained venting from the exit holes.

The pressure and movie data indicate that the foam singeing occurred

with 50 cal. API and not with the 23mm HEI.
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A I

Figure 25. Exit Panel, AHtrocoated Red Foam, Egg Crate Voiding.
Configuration ('rest No. 26)
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d, Explosafe

There were three tests performed in this series; Test No. 20

and 27 (50 cal. API) and Test No, 28 (23mm HEI). Each test was con-

ducted with the Explosafe "solid packed" in the TWS and the same set

of Explosafe was used for all three tests. The results for Test No.

20 will be treated separately due to the unusual results. Test, No. 20

was conducted using the TWS which incorporated the original circulation

system, This circulation system could not be isolated from the TW, and

therefore used small pieces of red foam to prevent flames from entering

the circulation system. On this particular test the flame front pro-

pagated into the circulation system and produced an explosion which

caused significant damage to the circulation system. 'the fact that

the flame front traveled to the side of the tank indicates that com-

bustion occurred throughout most of the tank. The pressure data is of

questionable value due to the explosion in the manifold and therefore

very little could be deduced from this test as to performance of the

metal arrestor.

The test of the metal arrestor with 50 cal. APT was repeated after

the TWS was repaired and the modified circulation system installed.

Test No. 27 was the repeat of 'rest No. 20 and resulted in no measurawl,

overpressures. This indicates that there was no signifiant combustion

in the Tws, which is contrary to the results of Test No. 20. The

mechanical damage to the metal arrestor from the 50 calt. Al' consisted

of a hole completely through the metal arrestor rnnging from 2 to 4

cm in diameter. 'rest No. 28 was performed with the 23mm IHIII hut
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unfortunately no overpressure data was recorded due to a magnetic tape

transport malfunction. But, from movie data, it was determined that

there were no significant combustion overpressures due to the obvious

lack of any venting gases. The mechanical damage to the metal arrestor

was significantly worse than observed with the foam. Figure No. 26 is

a photograph showing the large cavity in the Explosafe from the HEI

blast. Figure No. 27 is a photograph showing the damage to the exit

panel for Test No. 27 and 28.

3. DRY FOAM TESTS

The combustion overpressure data for this overall program generally

ran lower than predicted from flame tube data. The primary reason for

the difference is that these tests were conducted using wet foam (holding

JP-4) as opposed to dry foam in the flame tube tests. Wet foam is a

better flame arrestor than dry foam.

Test No. 29 (50 cal. API) and Test No, 30 (23mm IIIt) were performed

to verify this phenomena if posuible. For these tests JP-4 was pumped

into the bottom of the tank only (approximately 40 liters) and the vapors
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dispersed via the circulation system. Test No. 29 and 30 both resulted

in a significant increase in the combustion overpressure. Both tests

were performed with coarse blue foam in the "egg rrate" voiding confi-

guration and there was singeing of the foam throughout the tank which

indicated combustion occurred in a large majority of the TWS, Figure

No. 28 shows a pressure history for both testa performed in this series,

Figure No. 29 is a photograph ohowing the damage to the exit panel for

Test No. 30, performed with the 23mm HEI.

100-

m. 50. 
t s 2 50 cd A I)

F"---'•• Test ,,30 (23! ,,,,, IV.

0-

0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6
SEC.

Figure 28. Overpressure HIstorieo4 for Dry Foam
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SECT'ION tv

DISCUSSI-ON OF RMLULTS

The mingle most importantI aokpeCt of thtwse LPstS WIN controlling

flind monitoring tile tillage fuel/air ratio in tile TWS. Thve time of In-

ternal fonm or m'otal iirrestor complicated thim task. If no foam was

timed, as in i-otne of tilt, prel imitiary temts, the centitre 111g of tile

mixtere would be fairly eamy, It was found that a s~imple anall fan

r~an be Incorporated Into the(. utlage Fipave to effectively "mix til" tile

littage to enoure a Itomogutwouti fuel/air ratio. With the foam presentl.

In tile tiink, it fitt inmido will not effectively otrculate tile mixture

dite to tle hiigh restrict-ion toOC low Which thle foam prosonta . 'rie

systelm thAit was klovel'iped for thl" mixing effectively pulls gases olit

of one mide of tilt tank and returns tile gases in thle opposite side of

tile tank resultinog Wn the circulat ion of games in it loop. It wits felt

that. I his cirt-tuat ioti system does an eoxtrenmoly ef fectivye Job at "Iniking

tip" tho til lage gawes . Th is was ptovon with the n lim poitnt ullago

sawpi ing syst em uin several tests. liefore thle c irculat ion fans wore

Rtartedl samlples Were taken which indloated large di ftskronvos InI the

fuel/air rltio throughouit thle tank. With in threei minuites afto-r the

circulation Can-i Were started thle hici/nir rat toq were equali~wd

throughout the tank. It Is at quite reasotiablo. assuimpt ion that tile

op~itimum condittion for' coMhustionl In 00e TWS Will tcorrenpotid tL1 thle

highest tverpressuri's tin the uliage saIMP~ler. It is tie iautbors,

opinion that this ~tllage -4anplIIng system is extrorielv effe~i lye and

yet very s impte InI theory and pract ice.
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The results of the comparisons of the foams indicate that there i,-;

no discernible difference in performance between tho polyether urethane

and the polyester urethane. One of the criticisms of the polyether

urethane foams was that they would lose a significant amount of ten-

sile strength in the presence of JI1-4. However', there was no apparent

increase in darage to tih poiyether foams as opposed to the polyester

type. Also, from handling and observing the foams after removal, from

the TWS, there 4ppeared to be no difference whatsoever between t~he two

types of foam. In fact, it Les the authors' opinion that if both types

of foam were of the same color, it would be virtually impossible to

distinguish the two types either before or after a test,

'The motion picture coverage was very valuable in corroborating the

TWS overpressure histories fron, pressure instrumentation data. In

every case where there was no sustained combustion overpressure the

motion picture coverage indicated no gases being forced out of the

entrance and exil holes or only an initial spurt immediately after

the 23 mm IIEI blast. 1f a uustained combusttio, overpressure wil, ind -

cated on the ithtrurentation t~he notion picture (!overage clearly lad I-

cared gases being forced from ontrance and exit holes for all extended

amount of tine.

The mechanism by which the foam prevents fl.anc fronts ftuci pro-

pagating or explosions from occurring wai of some Interest [u this

program. The combuLation overpreasure data from t•i tests in this

program were generally lower than anticipated, iad in most cases there

were no combustion overpresauros at all. 'this raised the questici of
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what is the differevice between these tests and those tests done in the

flame tube at AFAPL? The main difference is the use of ballistic pro-

jectiles in this program as opposed to a spark ignition source ir the

flame tube tests. However, the 50 cal. API and the 23mm HEI used in

this program produce a larger and more intense ignition source than a

spark and would therefore tend to produce higher overpressures and not

lower ones. The venting from the entrance and exit holes and into the

circulation system in some tests effectively lowered the overpressures

but not to the extent that was seen. The only other major difference

was the fact that the foam was wetted with JP-4 in these tests where

as the foam in the flame tube is tested dry. The two tests conducted

with dry foam'in this program succeeded in verifying that the wet foam

does perform significantly better. One theory as to how the foam works

to that the foam itself acts as a heat sink to which heat from the flame

front is transferred. This heat transfer from the flame lowers the

temperoture of thle reaction enough to slow the reaction rate dramati-

eally or actually stop the reaction totally. Some of the factors which

would affect this would 'ie surface to volume ratio of the hat sitnk

(i.e. foam aad/or fuel droplets), spectt'ic heat of the heat tink (Cp),

and the latent hoat -A vaporization of tile f.uel, The wet foam has more

mass and therefore Is a greater heat sitk. It also offectlively in-

creases the satrface to volume ratio of the foam. The specific heat

of urethane and Nuet are approxlintely the same, therefore fhe fucil

wotuld not effectively increase tile specific hlet of the folims.

There is a difft fentce in tile amotnt of fuel retained In the foam

dcp,ýnd inq upoii the dr:• n rate. Drain rate will he defined, for tile
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purposes of this report, as the rate at which the level of the liqttid

JP-4 drops through the foam. For this program the drain rates were in

the neighborhood of 15 cm per minute and were not controlled or thought

to be of any significance during the initial test planning or most of

the testing. Only after the overpressure data was observed to be low

for nearly all tests wan thin considatred. Drain rates In the neLighbor-

hood of 2.3 (m per minute aire considered to he typical in momt a irc•'aft

which is significantly lower than used for these tests. It waL docu-

mented by Mr. T, 0. Reed (ASD/EN) via simple fuel retention tests (data

presented in Appendix C) that there is an atverage 25% Incr•ast• In ftool

retention at a drain rate of 14 cm/minute an opponed to a 2.3 cm/minute

rate. There could conceivably be a difference in the performance of

the foam with different amounts of fuel retention. TIis was not Inves-

tigated since it was felt that it wits beyond the scope of the program.

The photographs of the exit panel damage, which are presented in

Section IIl, do not indicate any clear differences in damage levels

between polyether and polyester foams. There are some small differences

between the photographs presented, but these differences do not follow

any pattern and are attributed to test-to-tent variations In damage.

Also, the tents with Astrocoatqd foam, dry blue foam. and Explosafe did

not exhibit arny marked changes in exit panel damage. h'lherefore, for

all of the explosion suppression materiali tested, there did not appear

to he any marked difference in exit panel damage.

It shtould be noted that the results obtained (the overpresnurt'

hI storicLe In particular) are pecultiar to thi1s test net-up and citn vt,ryv
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well be different for a different test specimen. For example, the

overall volume and the amount of venting will have n significant impact

on the overpressure history. These tests are meant to be used as a

basis for comparing different explosion supp-ression materials within

the test program. Any comparison of results between test programs

must be done carefully.
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`ICTI ON V

CIONC I, X I I ON.",

From thle re~tal tM of ittw t eats coidi C I. d otIll t Ii Its IIIo grati t. Ito fe 1 I ow-

ing Conclusitions aire prosIilted.

1. Th n'ow ICW ylr Id 1101 \Vetl hr tare t .lan COWIIs (1. 0. hI lie roams)

por forme d IAa Wel I Iit t Io I vHtandard( po Ivn ycacr tki-t Ihaiiv fontmH v .orud

and yellow foams) ballistically.

2. The hybrid polyether uirethane, roam eporicticed it loss inI

tensile strength when inl a futil onvironmnent.*Ti roduct ion Ill tonsil e

strength was not enough to affect the ballistic performance (if the

hybrid polyether uirethane foam.

3. 'rthe ballistic perf'ormance of the Astrocoate~d red foam 114

equal to that of' the uncoated red foam.

4. Th limited data indicates that: the metal arrestor, Explosafo,

works as an explosion suppressant material, but at broader data bast, is

needed before it can hie incorporated int~o any weaponl system.

5. The performance of foam is signifilcant ly hinreased when It

is wetted with JP-4,

6. In the fully packed confI guration. the coarse aind fine port,

foam perform equtally well, In the voided configuration, uip to 22.Ei%.

both coarse and fine pora foam perform adequately with insignificant.

diifferences.
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SECTION VI

RECOIvENDATIONS

Due to the marked increase in the level of ballistic performance

of the foam when wet, it in suggested that a separate program be con-

ducted to investigat~e in detail the effects of fuel retentien. The

program sho-ild attempt to quantify the increases in performaice as a

function of fuel rstenticn and investigate the use of higher voiding

percentages and/or larger pore size foams since presenL technology is

probably in an "overkill" mode. Many present aircraft installations

are probably accepting higher fuel retention/weight penalties than

necessary.

In any future experiments with foam in any type of tank where JP-4

is being used and an optimum fuel/air ratio is required, it is recom-

mended that a circulation system be incorporated into the test specimen.

There could be several improvements made to this system which would

significantly reduce the complexity of the system. Primarily, a better

fan or blower could be found which would pump approximately 14 liters/

second at a reasonably high Ap across the fan or blower. It was the

lack of a capability to produce a high Ap across the fans used in this

test which dictated the use of the large diameter ducts so that flow

restrictions could be minimized.
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APPENDIX A

ULLAGE SAMPLING SYSTEM

Controlling Program
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Main Program Bomb

This program controls entrance into one of four tasks by requesting
input from TTY (type in number 1, 2, 3, or 4).

Task #

Initiate 1

Calibrate 2

Manual I

Scan 4
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TA SK 1; .. In I ti.it

The TTY will ask for the pilogram colsHtantts to li, Input on tihe
photo reader. In put will le fret, fie ld ond will requirv 4 di:ILa pOInt.4.

ISUCT. IFIL.T, CS, IOOKT (CR I'll

I SUCT time in 4eC Olld. 14 11,ed,,OI t 0 VACuUM ot t t 10 ImplL I'

IFIl' T time In 1 .1 eond ' tn fill) I v

CS - value of tile cal stpli in phi

LOOKT - number of times thru loop to IoC-k for peak presurv

TASK #2,Calibrate

rhe TTY will request pressure Chamnnel be zerood. Preoss RUN when
zeroed .rhnen the TTY will request pressure channel be set oni tdeired
cal step. Press RUN when properly calibrated. The TTY wL.1, thenl
print the voltage at zero and at the cal step.

TASK 0/3 Manual

Under thiq task bits 4 thru 14 on the SW regisLt.r are output to
the relay card thereby controlling the eleven valves only. IL also
monitors bit 0 for abort commands. All other bits are masked out
and control nothing.

v V v v v v V v V V v
11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 abort.

.15' 14 1.3'12 1 0O :9' 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 & I Q

TASK #J4 Scan

This task scans all 9 sampling ports taking bomb samples at each
port. This task simply is composed of a do loop for the 9 samples.
Each time through the loop the sample is readied for the ignition and
then sparked and the p,ýak pressure is recorded.
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18001 PPOGRAM BOMB

6002 COMMON ISUCT, IFILT4ZERO*CSCAL*LOOKTPIDATA

9003 10 IF(ISSW(3))12R
2 0

0004 12 WPITE(2,Pi5)
6005 15 FORMAT("I-...'e*TASK"//11 

INITIALIZE"*/P

0006 I "2 CALIBRATE"/"
3  MANtUAL"/"4 SCAN")

0007 20 WPI TE(2, 30)

8008 30 FORMATCO'ENTER TASK 0"'

9809 READ(t,*)IT
O010 IF(IT-2)40 50& 60

s011 40 WRITE (2,35)

0012 35 FORMAT("INPUT CONSTANT TAPE ON PHOTO READER")

0013 READ(5,*)ISUCTPIFILTPCSLOOT
0014 GO TO 10

0015 50 CALL CALIB

0016 GO TO 10

0017 60 IF(IT-4)70,80
g018 70 CALL MANUL
9019 GO TO 10

0020 80 CALL SCAN

0021 GO TO 10

9022 END

0001 ASMBP,.B

0002 NAM WAIT

0003 ENT WAIT

0004 EXT .ENTR
0005 ICNTR BSS 2
0006 WAIT NOP

0007 JSB .ENTR

0008 DEF ICNTR
0009 LDA ICNTR, I
0010 CMA

0011 INA
0012 STA JCNTP

0013 LDA ICNTP+I,,I
0014 OTA 10B
0015 LOOP STC 10BoC

0016 SFS 10t

0017 imp *-1

0018 ISZ JCNTR

0019 JMP LOOP
0020 JMP WAITI
0021 JCNTP DEC 0

V00•2 END

b0
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0001 SUBROUTINE SCAN
0002 DIMENSION IV(9),PPMAX(9)
0003 COMMON ISUCT, IFILT, ZEPO, CS, CAL,LOOKT* IDATA
0004 IV(I)=20020B
0005 IV(2)=20040B
0006 IV(3)=20leOB
0007 IV(4)*20200B
0006 IV(5)=2040•S1
0009 IV(6)=21000B
0010 IV(7)n22000B
bOll IV(8)=24000B
0012 IV(9)=30000B
0013 11 WRITE(2,10)
0014 10 FOPMAT("PRESS RUN TO SACN")
0015 PAUSE
0016 C CHICK FOP ABOP.T
0017 IF(ISSW(O )) 100, 12, 12
0018 C***************
0019 12 DO 99 I=1,9
0020 C OPEN VI0,VIl
0021 CALL RELAY(60000B)
0022 CALL WAIT(ISUCTA4)
0023 C CHECK FOr ABORT************
0024 IF(ISSW(O))13,14, 14
0025 13 CALL RELAY(O)
0026 GO TO 30
0027 14 CONTINUE
0028 ******************************
0029 C CLOSE Vii,LEAVE VIO OPENPOPEN V(I)
0030 CALL RELAY(IV(I))
0031 CALL WAIT(IFILTo4)
0032 CLOSE ALL VALVES, START OSCILLOGPAPH
0033 CALL RELAY(IB)
0034 CALL WAIT(5,3)
0035 C TURN ON SPARK, TURN OFF OXCILLOGPAPH START PULSE
0036 CALL RELAY(IOOOOOB)
0037 PMAX(I)=0.
0038 DO 98 J=ILOOKT
0039 CALL ADC
0040 XOIAND( IDATA, 177700B)
0041 PCUR= ((X/3276.8)-ZERO)*CS/CAL
0042 IF(PMA'(I)-PCUR)50,98
0043 50 PMAX(I)xPCUR
0044 98 CONTINUE
0045 C STOP SPARK, STOP OSCILLOGRAPH
0046 CALL RELAY,10B)
0047 CALL WAIT% 1,3)
0048 CALL RELAYCO)
0049 99 CONTINUE
0050 IF(ISSW(I))20,30,30
0051 20 WRITE(2,25)
0052 25 FOPMAT(" #i #2 43 s,4 05 6",
0053 10" 07 8
0054/ 30 Il-I
0•55 WRITE(A,35)(PMAX(K),pm,, I)
0056 35 FOPMATr (,. F4. 1, 2X) //)
0057 1IF( IS •'I) ) I I. oI00p 100

0•059 19100 CONTIN11'
Q1pi 5 ) PETI



Seel SUrroUIINE CALIB

0002 COMMON I!p,JEFO,CS,CALo*L.IDATA
6663 C OPEN VI THflU VIO

60004 CALL PELAY(3716E~)
9005 WPITE(2* I1e) FS)ýN"
0006 10 FOPMA'("ZEPO PFES. FESPU"

0007 PAUSE
0668 IF(I9SSWC0))50,I15
6009 15 ZEPOuO.
sole DO 16 ImlI.I6
0011 CALL ADC 3
0012 CALL WAIT(1,3
W813 'XuIA!JD(IDATAp17?

7 0 0B)

0014 16 ZEPOaZEPO+X/
3 2 768 -

0015 WJRITE(P.*30)

0016 30 FOPMA'r("CAL. CH.90",'J;PFE5s rvN",)

0017 PAUSE.

0019 Do 1 I1,10

002e CALL ADC
0821 CALL WAIT( 1.3)

0922 X-IAND( IDATA.- 1177M0E)

0023 31 CAL=CAL+X/32
7 6 8.

0024a C CLOSE V1 THP.U V10

0025 CALL RELAY(O)
0026 WIRITE(2,35)ZEro,#CAL
6027 35 FORMAT(f'4.2*4X,f'4"

2 )

0028 50 CONTINUE
0029 RETURN
0030 END 56
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0001 ASMBRP,B
0002 • TA•ES ONE READING FFOM CH 0

C0e3 NAM ADC
0004 ENT ADC
0005 COM I(9)oIDATA
0006 ADC NOP
0007 LDA MODE
0008 OTA IIB
0009 STC IIB C
oe01 SFS 11B

0011 imp *-I
0012 LIA 1IB
0013 STA IDATA
0014 ISZ ADC
0015 CLA
0016 OTA 11IB
0017 CLC IIB

0018 JMP ADC.,I
0019 MODE OCT 20000
0020 END

0001 ASMB, F., F
0002 NAM rELAY
0003 ENT RELAY

0004 EXT .ENTR

0005 JP BSS i
0006 RELAY NOP
0007 JSB .ENTR

0008 DEF .J

0009 LDA JFRI
0010 OTA 155B

0011 JMP RELAYoI
0012 END

0001 ASMB, R# B
0002 NAM MANUL

0003 ENT MAN UL

0004 MANIYL NOP
0005 ISZ MANUL
0006 LOOP LIA 1
0007 SLA
0008 JMP MANUL, I

0009 AND -B77760
0010 OTA 15B
0011 JMP LOOP
0012 END
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APPHNDTX B

FLAME ARRESTOR TEST DATA
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APPENDIX C

FUEL, RETENTION VS DRAIN RATE

TEST DATA
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FUEL RETENTION VS DRAIN RATE
TEST DATA

Test performed by T. 0. Read (ASD/EN) in Feb
1976 to investigate the effects of drain rate
on fuel retention.

Drain Fuel
Rate Retention

Type Foam (inches/minute) (VlZ

Coarse Blue .9 1.89

Coarse Blue 5.5 2.30

Fine Blue .9 2.70

Fine Blue 5.5 3.60

Yellow .9 .90

Yellow 5.5 1,30

Red .9 2.91

Red 5.5 2.94
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APPENDIX D

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF FOAM AND EXPLOSAFE
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PHYSICAL, PROPERTIES OF FOAM

DATA SUMMARY

Yellow Coarse Blue Red Fine Blue Aetrocoated
It #W852K(2-2) ID #W9o6K(3-t) ID #WH$1K(2-4A: ID #W906K(8-3) Red

PROPERTY DRY WET DRY WET DRY WET DRY WET DRY

DENST1T 1,34 - 1.38 - 1.36 1.385 - 2.15
(lb/ft

AIR PRESSURE 0.155 - 0.200 - 0.289 0.264 0.252
DROP, AVERAGE
(inches 1120)

TENSILE 25.3 26.0 18,2 10,2 26.2 28,5 t2.7 13.0 31.4
STRENOTH (psi)

COMPRESSION
LOAD DEFLECTION
@ 252 (psi) (.40 0.40 0.57 0.30 0.40 0.37 0.58 0.35

652 (psi) 0.60 0,58 0.945 0.545 0.62 0.56 0.925 0,585

TEAR STRENGTH 6.8 7.1 5.2 2.4 6.0 6.3 5.51 2.90
(lb/in)

FLAM4MABILITY 8,52 - 10.2 8,96 10.37
(in/min)

COMPRESSION SET 31.9 18.9 25,1 O9g
(x)

VOLUME SWELL + 1,4 - + 15,1 - + 05 + 16.2-

Wet data obtained after JP-4 fuel soaking 1-3 hri, C room temperature.
See Military SpecifJcation for explan4tion of properties/tesnt,
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PHYSICAL PRoPE'rIEgs0 EXPLOSAVE

(Propertiov of Material am Tested)

DATA SUMMARY

PROPERTY VALUE

DENSIT 2.62
(lb/ft

All! PRESSURE .154
DROP, AVERAGE
(inches h,0)

VISUAL POROSITY 1.3 LWD, 3.5 BWD
(PPI)

ALLOY SAE 3003 ALLOY H-24 T'rPKR

THICKNESS VNEXPANDED .003
(inches)
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